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History AutoCAD was first introduced
in 1982 and is the first commercially
available CAD program to offer both
desktop and networked features. The
mainframe predecessor of AutoCAD
was AutoPLAN and the original
networked CAD applications were
Lightwave and Unicad. Development
of AutoCAD took place in small groups
of people from several different
software companies who were working
on similar programs. The first
programmer, Jack Albrecht, had
worked on Softype, the first multi-user,
multi-platform CAD program for the
Apple II. Jack joined Autodesk in
1980, and was responsible for
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developing and maintaining the
networked CAD software at Autodesk
for eight years. One of the other groups
of programmers, Ken Connell and
Warren Freundlich, had been working
on a software package called Artisan
that was specifically designed to make
creating and editing geometrical models
simple and accurate. Ken was hired by
Autodesk in 1979, and Warren joined
Autodesk in 1980. Artisan's software
components were eventually merged
into a new program called AutoPLAN,
which was first released in late 1982.
AutoPLAN was the progenitor of
AutoCAD. Autodesk had problems
getting AutoPLAN to run well on the
Apple II. Jack developed the project
and wrote the networked CAD portion
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of AutoPLAN, and Ken was
responsible for the graphical portion.
The program first ran on the Honeywell
Horizon 200 minicomputer. It then ran
on the IBM AS400, which Ken
eventually developed. On the IBM
AS400, AutoPLAN ran on the AS/400
minicomputer and mainframe
computers. As the AS400 became more
popular in the 1980s, development of
the program moved to the AS/400. It
was eventually ported to most of the
popular operating systems of the time.
The first software version of
AutoPLAN to run on a microcomputer
was AutoPLAN/400, released in 1985
for the AS/400. In early 1986,
Autodesk released AutoPLAN/500 for
the IBM PC, as well as Apple II
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versions of AutoPLAN/400 and
AutoPLAN/500. Also in the 1980s,
Autodesk developed an exclusive
contract with Hewlett Packard to sell
HP's LaserJet printer. Autodesk
included a printer driver that enabled
AutoCAD to make printouts of its
drawings. In the late 1980s, Autodesk
began offering 3D product design on
the Personal
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2000–2016 There was no major release
in 2000, but minor changes were
included in 2000 and 2002. There was a
major upgrade in 2003 with the release
of AutoCAD 2004 and it offered many
new features. AutoCAD was renamed
from DWG to CAD (computer-aided
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design). Support for 3D applications
was added and a new feature called 3D
Visualize, which provides various tools
for viewing the geometry of a 3D
model in real time. New additions
included the ability to create an image
project by exporting a file as a bitmap
and inserting this bitmap image into a
presentation. This feature uses a
technology called raster image
processing. The release of AutoCAD
2004 also featured the introduction of a
new build engine based on AutoLISP
that supports web service APIs to build
applications and automate tasks.
AutoCAD 2006 provided several
updates such as new 3D drawing tools,
improved hot corners and linked
entities. New enhancements were also
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introduced, such as image import and
editing. AutoCAD 2010 brought in
several changes to its user interface,
including new icons and a tabbed
interface. New features included
support for precision (pixels)
engineering, template-based drafting,
and automatic block and text
generation. AutoCAD 2013 was
released on September 30, 2012. New
features included the ability to import
and edit data in the form of a
spreadsheet, which was used by the
import feature to support data sets. The
features were included in all the
applications of the 2010 release,
including AutoCAD 2010. It also
introduced more compatibility with
other applications. AutoCAD 2014
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introduced a new 3D-to-2D feature that
allows you to view a 3D model in two
dimensions. It also introduced the
concept of the New Document location,
which is a physical place where
AutoCAD creates a new file. It also
brought the ability to open and save
files directly to a USB drive. New
features included improvements to the
drawing interface and a stronger
connection to other applications via
Microsoft Excel and Microsoft Access.
AutoCAD 2015 introduced many
improvements to the AutoCAD user
interface. The Ribbon was introduced,
which replaced the standard menus.
The Ribbon replaced the standard
menu that was on the menu bar at the
bottom of the screen. Some of the new
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features included the ability to create a
one-step collaboration process between
AutoCAD users. This included the
ability to connect to a network drive
and share files directly from it to other
users' computers a1d647c40b
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# 2017-11-29 - 2017.0.0.7- Addition of
a welcome page on the client side 2017.0.0.6- Minor GUI changes to the
viewer - 2017.0.0.5- Refreshing of
options after the host changes 2017.0.0.4- Display of session keys in
the viewer - 2017.0.0.3- Booting viewer
on single view and split screen modes
only - 2017.0.0.2- Minor GUI changes 2017.0.0.1- Minor GUI changes 2017.0.0.0- Initial release 0*s - 5*s +
0*s. Let g be u(1). Let n be (g - -1) +
17 + -18. Solve -4 = -n*j - 2*j for j. 2
Let g = -2963 + 2966. Solve -g*v - 6 =
-0*v for v. -2 Let t be ((-9)/(-9))/(2/10).
Let f = t + -3. Solve f*w + 2 = -2 for w.
-1 Let i = -1940 + 1940. Solve i = -7*n
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- 14 for n. -2 Let t = 10 - 7. Let r(h) =
-h + 9. Let x be r(8). Solve 0 = 2*i + t
+ x for i.
What's New In?

Add markers to a drawing from a query
or spreadsheet and select the
information to include in the drawing.
Add layers of information, e.g.,
sections, elevations, structures,
sketches, and line weight or color to a
drawing. Import information from a
spreadsheet or database. Unlimited
layer stacks: Import information for
each layer from a spreadsheet, a query,
or within a different drawing. When
you import from a spreadsheet, you can
also import standard colors and
shading, plotter settings, and line styles.
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You can also use AutoCAD to import
and create drawing files in exchange
formats like DWG, DXF, DWG2,
DWF, PDF, DWT, and more. (video:
1:30 min.) New export settings: Create
an image in addition to a vector output
that can be used in the Web. (video:
1:15 min.) Adjustments to existing
functionality: Import images faster and
as large as you need. AutoLines uses
vector-based features and is unaffected
by view limits. Import and export
formats: Create drawings that support
the latest drawing file format.
Unlimited layers, layers that have an
unlimited number of extents, and layer
stacks: Create unlimited layers and
layer stacks that support the latest
drawing file format. Simplified 3D
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plots: Create 3D plots with fewer
settings. New snapping behavior for
surfaces and solids. New 3D snapping
behavior for surfaces, solids, and 2D
solids. (video: 1:15 min.) You can now
automatically align with the grid.
(video: 1:15 min.) No integration of the
Intergraph LLD graph (.ldf) format:
Integrate the Intergraph LLD graph
(.ldf) format into AutoCAD. You can
export the content to other applications,
open the.ldf file in the drawing
window, and change the text in the
drawing. (video: 1:15 min.) Features
that we are not going to cover in depth:
Additional brand new features include
the following: Saving the drawing
context in a database, which will enable
you to quickly load the drawing back
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later. This includes all settings from the
last context. Ability to turn on
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:

• PC: OS: Windows 7 or later;
Processor: Intel Core2 Duo or
equivalent; Memory: 2 GB RAM;
Graphics: 1 GB of Video Memory;
DirectX: 9.0c or equivalent • MAC:
OS: Lion 10.7 or later; Processor: Intel
Core2 Duo or equivalent; Memory: 2
GB RAM; Graphics: 1 GB of Video
Memory; DirectX: 9.0c or equivalent
Additional Notes: • Weapons and
equipment are purchased with in-game
currency. A portion of the game’s total
revenues are contributed to
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